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Abstract
The idea of social participatory sensing provides a substrate to benefit from
friendship relations in recruiting a critical mass of participants willing to attend
in a sensing campaign. However, the selection of suitable participants who are
trustable and provide high quality contributions is challenging. In this paper, we
propose a recruitment framework for social participatory sensing. Our framework leverages multi-hop friendship relations to identify and select suitable and
trustworthy participants among friends or friends of friends, and finds the most
trustable paths to them. The framework also includes a suggestion component which provides a cluster of suggested friends along with the path to them,
which can be further used for recruitment or friendship establishment. Simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed recruitment framework
in terms of selecting a large number of well-suited participants and providing
contributions with high overall trust, in comparison with one-hop recruitment
architecture.
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Introduction

Great improvements in recent smartphone technologies, specially in terms of
sensing capabilities, has resulted in the emergence of a new sensing paradigm,
known as participatory sensing [1]. The main idea behind participatory sensing
applications is involvement of ordinary citizens who collect sensor readings using
their mobile phones. This revolutionary paradigm has been practically used to
obtain information ranging from personal health [2, 3] and prices of customer
goods [4] to environmental monitoring such as road conditions [5] and noise
pollution [6].
For a participatory sensing campaign to be a success, a number of challenges
exist that should be addressed properly. The first challenge is the recruitment
of sufficient participants, when there may be no explicit incentive. The second
challenge is the suitability of participants to attend in the campaigns which
require specific expertise or knowledge (such as taking photos of rare plant
species) [7]. The third challenge is the trustworthiness of the contributions due
to the open nature of participatory sensing [8].
To address these challenges in a comprehensive manner, one proposed idea
is to leverage online social networks as the underlying infrastructure for participatory sensing applications [9]. The resulting paradigm, known as social
participatory sensing enables the usage of friendship relations for the identification and recruitment of participants.
In our previous work [10], we addressed the challenge of assessing contribution trustworthiness by proposing a trust framework for social participatory
sensing systems. In this framework, one-hop friends were selected as participants, and the trustworthiness of each contribution was calculated by considering the quality of contribution and trustworthiness of participant as two
important trust aspects. These two aspects were then combined using fuzzy
logic to reach to a trustworthiness score for each contribution, which was then
used as a metric to select reliable contributions.
Leveraging immediate friends for participatory sensing data collection is beneficial since friends usually tend to be useful to their friends. However, in the
absence of adequate friendship relations, the challenge of sufficient participants
still exists. Consider a situation in which, a requester has few friends and not
all of them attend in the sensing campaign. There might also be a case where
a person has several friends but only a handful may contribute. In such cases,
the validity of the derived information becomes a big concern due to the lack of
sufficient contributions. In other words, with one-hop recruitment method, participant selection faces a potential constraint due to its limitation to the circle
of immediate friends. This constraint will result in limited access to additional
sources of data.
An extension to this recruitment method is to go deeper through the social
graph and recruit friends of friends (FoFs) to attend in sensing campaigns.
Such multi-hop recruitment offers added values such as access to a large group
of participants as valuable resources via friendship network of friends. It also
increases the probability of access to well-suited participants with distinguished
capabilities who are able to offer new perspectives and provide trustworthy
contributions.
Developing a multi-hop recruitment strategy, however, opens up multiple
questions. The first question being who should be recruited? A trivial approach
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is to broadcast the task to all friends and FoFs. In this case, all friends and FOFs
receive the task and are able to attend in the sensing campaign. However, in
case of multi-hop recruitment, task flooding is not rational due to considerable
overhead in terms of time, effort and network traffic. An alternative approach is
to add a pre-selection process to the recruitment function, which is responsible
for traversing through the requester’s social graph (up to a specified level) and
identifying suitable participants, i.e., those who can satisfy the task’s requirements in an acceptable level. An indicator for this suitability is participant’s
performance in a past series of sensing campaigns. Participant’s trustable contributions for several campaigns with specific knowledge or expertise requirements,
demonstrates his suitability for future recruitment in similar tasks. The same
stands for participants who always act in a timely manner, which makes them
suitable candidates for attending in real-time contributions. Such valuable information should be extracted and used for recruitment of participants in future
campaigns.
Another question in multi-hop recruitment is how participants should be recruited? When suitable participants are selected, tasks should be sent from the
requester to participants traversing social links. For a selected participant, there
may be more than one route to reach. In this case, it is desirable to transfer
the task from the most trustable path, to assure that the task’s content and
specifications has not been changed.
Since recruitment process is performed for each sensing campaign, one may
wonder whether there is any suggested participant to be recruited in future campaigns? In fact, sometimes a participant demonstrates an acceptable behaviour
in terms of providing highly trustable contributions in a series of related campaigns. For example, he provides satisfiable contributions with high related
expertise for a series of tasks which require taking photos of rare plant species.
In such a case, it will be beneficial to add this participant to a suggestion list
to be recruited for further campaigns.
In this paper, in order to fully address the above mentioned questions, we
propose a trust-based recruitment framework for social participatory sensing
systems. Our recruitment framework has four major components: The first
component, called Participant Selection, leverages multi-hop friendship relations in order to involve friends of friends in the sensing campaign and identify
suitable candidates. The second component, called Route Selection, identifies
the most trustable routes to selected participants. Once suitable participants
are recruited, the third component, the Trust Server, evaluates the contributions
from selected participants and assigns a trust score that reflects the quality of
the contributions. The forth component, called Suggestion Component, provides
the requester with a connection suggestion list containing a set of participants
who have shown trustworthy behaviour in previous campaigns and are proper
candidates for further recruitment or friendship establishment.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Related work is discussed in
Section 2. We present the details of our framework in Section 3. Simulation
results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Figure 2.1: Framework architecture
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Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, the issue of participant recruitment in social participatory sensing hasn’t been addressed in prior work. As such, we discuss
about related research focussing on recruitment issues in participatory sensing
and crowdsourcing. A typical recruitment framework receives the task requirements and provides the requester with a set of well-suited participants. Task
requirements may involve a variety of factors including the task deadline, location of data collection, mobile device sensing capability and required expertise.
The process of identifying suitable participants is usually performed considering parameters such as availability, reputation and expertise, as described
below.

2.1

Availability-based Recruitment

For most participatory sensing applications, availability of participants in terms
of geographic and temporal coverage of the sensing area is important. For
example, in a noise map sensing campaign, it is desirable to recruit participants who regularly pass through the sensing region and cover as much of the
area as possible. [7] proposed a recruitment framework for participatory sensing
systems which aims at identifying suitable participants based on parameters
such as geographical and temporal availability of participant. Participants have
previously collected location traces for a period of time that represent their
typical behaviour. The location traces are used by the qualifier component to
select participants who have the task minimum location requirements. Once
participants are selected, the assessment component identifies which subset of
participants maximizes coverage over task specific area. These participants are
then recruited and begin producing sensor data. During the campaign, the
progress review component periodically monitors the coverage and availability
of participants to see whether they remain consistent with task requirements.
[11] also proposed a distributed recruitment and data collection framework
for opportunistic sensing. The recruitment component exploits the suitability of
user behaviours and based on the mobility history information, it recruits only
the nodes that are likely to be in the sensing area when the sensing activity is
taking place. As a distributed recruitment framework, a set of recruiting nodes
visit the sensor area before the campaign is launched and then disseminate recruitment messages. In order to transfer collected sensor data to the requester,
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a collection of nodes called data sinks are used and participating nodes opportunistically exploit ad hoc encounters to reach data sinks that are temporarily
deployed in the sensed area.

2.2

Reputation-based Recruitment

Tracking participation in terms of performance has been employed widely by Internet businesses for commissioned work, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk [12]
and GURU.com [13], which keep detailed statistics tracking the performance
of requesters and workers. Moreover, auctioning systems such as e-Bay have
transaction ratings to help evaluate whether a particular participant is trustworthy [14].
Narrowing it down to participatory sensing, authors of [15] have presented a
group of participatory sensing reputation metrics categorized into two groups:
cross-campaign metrics such as number of previous campaigns taken and the
success of participant in previous campaigns, and campaign-specific metrics
such as timeliness, relevancy and the quality of sensor data. However, in [7],
they have limited reputation to considering participants’ willingness (given the
opportunity, is data collected) and diligence in collecting samples (timeliness,
relevance and quality of data).
[16] proposes a reputation-based framework which makes use of Beta reputation [17] to assign a reputation score to each sensor node in a wireless sensor
network. Beta reputation has simple updating rules as well as facilitates easy
integration of ageing. However, it is less aggressive in penalizing users with
poor quality contributions. A reputation framework for participatory sensing
was proposed in [8]. A watchdog module computes a cooperative rating for each
device according to its short-term behaviour which acts as input to the reputation module which utilizes Gompertz function to build a long-term reputation
score.

2.3

Expertise-based Recruitment

Expert based recruitment consists of identifying persons with relevant expertise
or experience for a given topic. Expert finding have been excessively studied in
social networks. [18] developed a Bayesian hierarchical model for expert finding
that accounts for both social relationships and content. The model assumes
that social links are determined by expertise similarity between candidates. [19]
proposed a propagation based approach for finding expert in a social network.
The approach consists of two steps. In the first step, they make use of person
local information to estimate an initial expert score for each person and select
the top ranked persons as candidates. The selected persons are used to construct
a sub-graph. In the second step, ones expert score is propagated to the persons
with whom he has relationships.
Our recruitment framework is different from all above mentioned methods,
since it considers social accountability of participants as an important factor in
their reputation and selects well-suited participants who are highly reputable
and satisfy the expertise and locality requirements of the tasks.

4
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Trust-based Recruitment Framework

In this section, we explain the proposed framework for trust-based recruitment
in social participatory sensing systems. An overview of the architecture is presented in Section 3.1 followed by a detailed discussion of each component in
Section 3.2.

3.1

Framework Architecture

Fig. 2.1 illustrates the architecture of the proposed framework. The social network serves as the underlying publish-subscribe substrate for recruiting friends
and FoFs as participants. In fact, the basic participatory sensing procedures
(i.e., task distribution and uploading contributions) are performed by utilizing the social network communication primitives. We abstract an online social
network (e.g., Facebook) as a weighted directed graph, in which, social network members serve as graph nodes and friendship relations denote the edges
of graph, with weights equal to the trust rating between users.
A person wishing to start a participatory sensing campaign acts as a requester and defines the task, which includes the specification of task’s main
requirements such as needed expertise or location. Then, participant selection
component utilizes the social graph to investigate requester’s friends and FoFs
as potential participants to see whether there is a match between the task requirements and participants’ attributes. The result will be a set of participants
who are suitable to attend in the sensing campaign.
Next, route selection component traverses the social graph to find the most
trustable path from requester to each of selected participants. The task is
then routed from the specified paths and delivered to the participants. The
contributions received in response to a campaign are transferred (e.g., by using
Facebook Graph API1 ) to a third party trust server which incorporates the fuzzy
inference system and arrives at an objective trust rating for each contribution.
Based on contributions’ trust rating, mutual trusts along the route between
participants and requester are updated.
In certain intervals (which is after attending in a certain number of campaigns), the suggestion component builds a custom contact group for each requester, which contains a list of participants who have shown a satisfiable performance in multiple campaigns. The list is further used for recruitment or
friendship establishment. More details about each component is presented in
section 3.2.

3.2

Framework Components

This section provides a detailed explanation of framework components. In particular, we go through the new components introduced in this paper, i.e., participant selection, route selection and suggestion component. We also present a
short explanation of what we have done in our previous works [10, 21].
1 http://developers.facebook.com/docs/reference/api/
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Figure 3.1: a simple route selection example
Participant Selection Component
The participant selection component is responsible for detecting suitable participants. As said before, we assume that participants are social network members
with public profile information as well as social links to their friends. In our
previous work, we assumed that for each participant, two types of trust information are stored in the trust database: one is related to personal factors such
as participant expertise, his locality score to different geographical areas and his
timeliness in responding to campaigns; the other one is related to social factors
such as friendship duration between participant and each of his friends, and the
timegap between their successive interactions.
When a task is defined, a set of requirements including the sensing region,
deadline and required expertise is specified. In our previous work, we only
assumed one-hop recruitment. So, the task was easily broadcast to all one-hop
friends. Here, with the assumption of multi-hop recruitment, a pre-process step
is necessary in order to find suitable participants who are able to satisfy the
task’s requirements. So, participant selection component performs a search in
the related information of requester’s friends and FoFs (up to a specified level)
to detect suitable participants. Suitability is a general concept and depends on
the requester’s point of view. Here, we define suitability as an acceptable match
between participant’s trust factors and the task requirements. In particular, P
is regarded as a suitable participant if he has an acceptable (above a predefined
threshold) locality score in the task region and acceptable expertise score in
regards to the task’s required expertise. These scores are evaluated and stored
in the trust server (details in Section 3.2). The aforementioned thresholds are
set by the requester while defining the task specifications and requirements.
The output of this component is a list of suitable participants who are eligible to be recruited in the campaign.

Route Selection Component
Once suitable participants are selected, route selection component finds the
most trustable routes from the requester to these participants. This process
is quite similar to the problem of finding the best routes between two nodes
in a directed graph. Consider the graph depicted in Fig. 3.1, in which, R is
the requester and P1 , P2 , P3 , and P4 are participants; among which, P1 and
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P4 have been selected as suitable participants. As mentioned before, the edges
of social graph are labeled with weights equal to the trust score between the
nodes. For example, the weight of an edge from R to P1 is 0.7, showing the trust
score of R upon P1 . If there are intermediate nodes in the route from requester
to a participant, trust score of the route is a combination of trust scores of
each pair nodes along the route. We leverage multiplication as the combination
function since it has been shown in [22] to be an effectiveness strategy for trust
propagation. In this case, the trust score of the route from R to P3 (through
P1 ) will be 0.7*0.65=0.455.
Route selection component begins its search from the requester and tries to
find the best route to each selected participant. We assume that the best route
to immediate friends is the direct edge. For other participants, route selection
component performs a depth first search through the social graph to reach to
each selected participant. The search is finished when all routes from the requester to every suitable participant is defined. If more than one route is found
between requester and a participant, the route with greatest trust score is selected as the most trustable route. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.1, there are
5 routes to reach P4 :
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5

= RP1 P3 P4 trust(r1 )= 0.7 ∗ 0.65 ∗ 0.85 ' 0.39
= RP1 P2 P3 P4 trust(r2 )= 0.7 ∗ 0.75 ∗ 0.95 ∗ 0.85 ' 0.42
= RP2 P4 trust(r3 )= 0.9 ∗ 0.6 = 0.54
= RP2 P3 P4 trust(r4 )= 0.9 ∗ 0.95 ∗ 0.85 ' 0.73
= RP1 P2 P4 trust(r5 )= 0.7 ∗ 0.75 ∗ 0.6 ' 0.32
The most trustable route between R and P4 is r4 .

Trust Server
When trustable routes to participants are defined, tasks are disseminated from
requester to selected participants through selected routes. The trust server is
responsible for maintaining and evaluating a comprehensive trust rating for each
contribution, updating mutual trusts and calculating a reputation score for each
participant.
In our previous work [10, 21], we assumed that there are two trust aspects
that need to be considered: (1) Quality of Contribution (QoC) and (2) Trust
of Participant (ToP). The server maintains a trust database, which contains
the network topology as well as required information about participants and
the history of their past contributions. When a contribution is received to the
trust server, the effective parameters that contribute to the two aforementioned
components are evaluated by the Evaluator and then combined to arrive at
a single quantitative value in the range of [0, 1] for each. To evaluate QoC,
we assumed of leveraging state-of-the-art methods such as image processing
techniques (for image-based campaigns) and outlier detection techniques (for
sound-based campaigns). As for ToP, personal parameters such as participant’s
expertise, timeliness and locality as well as social parameters such as friendship duration and interaction timegap between requester and participant are
evaluated and combined via a weighted sum aggregation function (The detailed
description of each parameter along with its evaluation method has been thor7

oughly discussed in [21]). The two measures QoC and ToP serve as inputs for
the fuzzy inference system, which computes the trustworthiness of contribution
(ToC) in the range of [0, 1]. In fact, the fuzzy system is aimed at adjusting ToC
according to different values of QoC and ToP.
It should be noted that ToP denotes the trustworthiness of participant from
the requester’s point of view. In case of one-hop recruitment, the requester is
participant’s immediate predecessor, which may not be always true in multi-hop
recruitment. So, in order to correctly compute ToP in multi-hop recruitment,
it should be combined with trustworthiness of the route from requester to the
participant, before being fed to the fuzzy system. In other words, T oP ∗trust(r)
will be considered as ToP in which, trust(r) is the trustworthiness score of the
route from the requester to the participant.
Once ToC is calculated, contributions with ToC lower than a predefined
threshold are revoked from further calculations. For certain campaigns, depending on the nature of task, the requester may desire to add a subjective
evaluation in order to indicate how much the contribution is compatible with
his needs and expectations. This subjective rating is referred to as Requester
Evaluation (RE) and is in the range of [0, 1].
Since intermediate friends contribute in the task dissemination process, it is
reasonable to update their trust scores at the end of each campaign. Consider
a situation in which, there are n − 2 intermediate friends P2 , P3 , P4 , ..., Pn−1
between P1 and Pn . Similar to our previous work, we adopt a reward/penalty
policy for this update. If the computed ToC value for participant Pn is greater
than a predefined threshold1(T h1 ), Pn and all intermediate friends are rewarded,
and the amount of |T oC − ρReq ∗ RE| is added to each of T rustPn−1 Pn , in which,
ρReq is the reputation score of the requester. Similarly, if ToC value of Pn ’s
contribution is less than a predefined threshold2(T h2 ), he is penalized, and
the amount of |T oC − ρReq ∗ RE| is reduced from T rustPn−1 Pn . Trust update
process can be summarized in Eq. 3.1, in which, γ = |T oC − ρReq ∗ RE|. In
our simulations in Section 4, we set (T h1 ) = 0.7 and (T h2 ) = 0.3.

T rustPi−1 Pi =

T rustPi−1 Pi + γ
T rustPi−1 Pi − γ

(∀i = 1..n)
(i = n)

if T oC > T h1
if T oC < T h2

(3.1)

At regular intervals, a reputation score in the range of [0, 1] is also calculated
for each participant, which is a combination of the trust ratings that requesters
have assigned to him. This reputation score is further used as a weight for
participant’s evaluations, ratings or reviews. More details about the process of
trust update and reputation score calculation can be found in [21].

Suggestion Component
If Pn demonstrates outstanding performance in multiple campaigns originated
by P1 , it would be beneficial if a direct relation is established between them,
since: i) the time required for selecting Pn as a suitable participant in further
campaigns is reduced. ii) less time and effort is consumed for task dissemination,
since there is now only one-hop distance to Pn . iii) an easier access to Pn ’s
friendship network is now available.
To provide P1 with a suggestion list, the following process is performed by
suggestion component:
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For each participant Pn who is not an immediate friend of P1 , a field called
implicit trust is kept. This field is initially set to zero and is updated whenever
Pn contributes to a task originated from P1 . The implicit trust update process
is the same as trust update performed in trust server; i.e., it is increased by
a constant amount |T oC − ρReq ∗ RE|, if Pn provides a contribution with ToC
greater than threshold1, and decreased by the same amount if ToC is less than
threshold2.
At certain intervals, implicit trust values are investigated to see whether Pn
is eligible to be suggested for recruitment or friendship establishment. If above
a threshold, Pn has such eligibility. In our simulation, we set this threshold to
be 0.5.
In case of plenty of eligible participants, suggestion component chooses the
best candidates among them. The best candidates are those participants who
act as intermediate node in larger number of routes. Adding such candidates as
immediate friends will cause a considerable reduction in path lengths to other
participants.
The requester is then provided with a suggestion list which consists of participants’ IDs, their implicit trusts, and the intermediate nodes along the way
from the requester to participant. Requester utilizes this list for further recruitment or new friendship establishment with initial trust value equal to implicit
trust.

4

Experimental Evaluation

This section presents simulation-based evaluation of the proposed recruitment
system. The simulation setup is outlined in Section 4.1 and the results are in
Section 4.2.

4.1

Simulation Setup

To undertake the preliminary evaluations outlined herein, we chose to conduct
simulations, since real experiments in social participatory sensing are difficult
to organise. Simulations afford a controlled environment where we can carefully
vary certain parameters and observe the impact on the system performance. We
developed a custom Java simulator for this purpose.
The data set that we use for our experiment is the real web of trust of
Advogato.org [20]. Advogato.org is a web-based community of open source
software developers in which, site members rate each other in terms of their
trustworthiness. Trust values are one of the three choices master, journeyer and
apprentice, with master being the highest level in that order. The result of
these ratings among members is a rich web of trust, which comprises of 14,019
users and 47, 347 trust ratings. The distribution of trust values in the Advogato
web of trust is as follows: master: 17,306, journeyer: 21,353, and apprentice:
8688. The instance of the Advogato web of trust referenced in this paper was
retrieved on October 13, 2007. In order to conform the Advogato web of trust
to our framework, we map the textual ratings in the range of [0, 1] as master =
0.8, journeyer = 0.6, and apprentice = 0.4.
The Advogato web of trust may be viewed as a directed weighted graph,
with users as the vertices and trust ratings as the directed weighted edges of the
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graph. So, it is in perfect match with our assumptions related to participants
and their trust relations in social participatory sensing.
Whenever a task is launched, one of the Advogato users is selected to be
the requester. Participant selection component traverses the Advogato graph
beginning from the requester until L level to find suitable participants (L has
been set to be 3). Next, route selection component finds the most trustable paths
to these participants. Tasks are then disseminated through selected routes and
trust server calculates ToC for each receiving contribution. Trust ratings along
the routes are then updated (details have been presented in Section 3.2).
We run the simulation for 20 intervals, each consisting of launching 30 tasks.
At the end of each interval, a list containing suggested friends is provided with
each requester, who are recruited in further tasks. The list length is set to be
50.
We compare the performance of our framework against one-hop recruitment
system described in our previous work [10], which broadcasts the tasks to all
immediate friends. We also consider a multi-hop recruitment system in which,
no further friends are added. Specifically, we compare the following: (1) onehop recruitment, which disseminates the task to all one-hop friends. (2) multihop recruitment without suggestion, in which, suitable participants are selected
through multi-hop friendship relations and engaged in sensing campaign. No
further friendship establishment is done. (3) multi-hop with FS: Our proposed
framework, which is the same as the second one with suggestion component,
which provides the requester with a set of suggested friends to be recruited in
subsequent campaigns.
As mentioned in Section. 3.2, a ToC rating is calculated for each contribution in trust server and those with ToC lower than a predefined threshold are
revoked from further calculations. The ToCs for the non-revoked contributions
are then combined
to form an overall trust for that campaign. In other words,
Pn
i=1 T oC
in which, n is the number of non-revoked contribuOverallT rust =
n
tions. The revocation threshold is set to 0.5. We consider the overall trust
as the evaluation metric. Greater overall trust demonstrates better ability to
achieve highly trustable contributions and revoke untrusted ones. Overall trust
has a value in the range of [0, 1].
Moreover, as we explained in Section 3.2, the route selection component
searches for the most trustable routes, which is the route with greatest trust
score. This route, however, may not be the route with shortest length. Accessing
trustable routes with shorter lengths is desirable since longer routes increase
the task response time. Thus, in order to evaluate the performance of our
recruitment framework in terms of finding the best routes, we compute Mean
Route Trust (MRT). MRT is defined as sum of trust ratings of all routes from the
requester to selected participants divided by sum of route lengths, where route
length is denoted by the number of hops. Higher MRT demonstrates the better
ability to find more reliable routes with shorter lengths. MRT is calculated after
each campaign for all selected routes to all selected participants. MRT is a value
in the range of [0, 1].

4.2

Simulation Results

Figure 4.1 demonstrates the average number of participants who have been
selected and attended in the sensing campaigns inside each interval for both
10
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multi-hop and multi-hop with FS recruitment methods. As one-hop recruitment method has few participants in comparison with multi-hop, we omit its
related data from this figure to better show the difference between two multihop recruitment methods. Note that interval 0 is in fact the first interval in
which, no new friend has been suggested/added yet and hence, both multi-hop
methods recruit equal number of participants.
As this figure shows, our proposed recruitment framework is able to recruit
participants with an average number twice as multi hop recruitment method,
which demonstrates a better performance in terms of finding and recruiting more
suitable participants. Note that participant selection process in both multi-hop
and multi-hop with FS recruitment methods is limited to L levels. But since
our framework adds a set of suitable participants as immediate friends, an easier
access to friends of these newly added friends (who may be located beyond the
L levels) becomes available, which results in an increase in potential suitable
participants. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our suggestion component
in addressing the first challenge of participatory sensing systems described in
Section 1, which is recruiting adequate participants.
Figure 4.2 depicts the evolution of average MRT for 20 intervals. As this
figure shows, the average MRT of our proposed recruitment framework is higher
than the traditional multi-hop method. This means that our framework demonstrates better performance in finding trustable routes which, at the same time,
have shorter lengths. One may argue that average MRT for one-hop recruit-
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of average overall trust
ment method should be higher given that the route length in such method is
less than route lengths in multi-hop recruitment methods. We would say that
although route lengths in on-hop method are shorter, the sum of trust ratings
for selected routes in multi-hop method is greater than one-hop method. The
reason is that, as described in Section 3.2, all the intermediate nodes along
the route from the requester to participant are encountered an increase in their
mutual trust ratings (in case of participant’s satisfiable behaviour). This means
that larger number of edges in multi-hop recruitment methods encounter such
increase, as compared to one-hop method, which leads to higher MRT for multihop recruitment methods.
Finally, Figure 4.3 demonstrates the evolution of average overall trust obtained from contributions with multi-hop recruitment methods. As this figure depicts, our proposed recruitment framework obtains higher average overall
trust in comparison with other method. This is because our framework is able to
identify more trustable routes to participants, which results in higher ToCs and
hence, higher overall trusts. This clearly shows the success of our framework in
recruiting suitable participant who produce trustworthy contributions.
To summarise, simulation results demonstrate a better performance for our
multi-hop with FS framework in terms of achieving higher overall trust (0.4
greater than multi-hop method) with higher MRT.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a trust based recruitment framework for social participatory sensing system. Our system leverages multi-hop friendship relations
to identify well-suited participants. The system then provides trustable routes
to selected participants by performing a depth first search in social graph. At
specific intervals, requesters are supported with a set of suggested participants
who can be recruited in further campaigns. Simulations demonstrated that our
scheme increases the overall trust as compared to other methods, and provides
trustable routes with shorter lengths for participant recruitment.
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